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This book is a collection of developer code recipes and best practices for persisting data using
Spring, particularly Spring Boot. The book is structured around practical recipes, where each
recipe discusses a performance case or performance-related case, and almost every recipe
has one or more applications. Mainly, when we try to accomplish something (e.g., read some
data from the database), there are several approaches to do it, and, in order to choose the
best way, you have to know the implied trades-off from a performance perspective. You’ll see
that in the end, all these penalties slow down the application. Besides presenting the
arguments that favor a certain choice, the application is written in Spring Boot style which is
quite different than plain Hibernate. Persistence is an important set of techniques and
technologies for accessing and using data, and this book demonstrates that data is mobile
regardless of specific applications and contexts. In Java development, persistence is a key
factor in enterprise, ecommerce, cloud and other transaction-oriented applications. After
reading and using this book, you'll have the fundamentals to apply these persistence solutions
into your own mission-critical enterprise Java applications that you build using Spring. What
You Will Learn Shape *-to-many associations for best performances Effectively exploit Spring
Projections (DTO) Learn best practices for batching inserts, updates and deletes Effectively
fetch parent and association in a single SELECT Learn how to inspect Persistent Context
content Dissect pagination techniques (offset and keyset) Handle queries, locking, schemas,
Hibernate types, and more Who This Book Is For Any Spring and Spring Boot developer that
wants to squeeze the persistence layer performances.
Take your Python skills to the next level to develop scalable, real-world applications for local as
well as cloud deployment Key Features All code examples have been tested with Python 3.7
and Python 3.8 and are expected to work with any future 3.x release Learn how to build
modular and object-oriented applications in Python Discover how to use advanced Python
techniques for the cloud and clusters Book Description Python is a multipurpose language that
can be used for multiple use cases. Python for Geeks will teach you how to advance in your
career with the help of expert tips and tricks. You'll start by exploring the different ways of using
Python optimally, both from the design and implementation point of view. Next, you'll
understand the life cycle of a large-scale Python project. As you advance, you'll focus on
different ways of creating an elegant design by modularizing a Python project and learn best
practices and design patterns for using Python. You'll also discover how to scale out Python
beyond a single thread and how to implement multiprocessing and multithreading in Python. In
addition to this, you'll understand how you can not only use Python to deploy on a single
machine but also use clusters in private as well as in public cloud computing environments.
You'll then explore data processing techniques, focus on reusable, scalable data pipelines, and
learn how to use these advanced techniques for network automation, serverless functions, and
machine learning. Finally, you'll focus on strategizing web development design using the
techniques and best practices covered in the book. By the end of this Python book, you'll be
able to do some serious Python programming for large-scale complex projects. What you will
learn Understand how to design and manage complex Python projects Strategize test-driven
development (TDD) in Python Explore multithreading and multiprogramming in Python Use
Python for data processing with Apache Spark and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) Deploy
serverless programs on public clouds such as GCP Use Python to build web applications and
application programming interfaces Apply Python for network automation and serverless
functions Get to grips with Python for data analysis and machine learning Who this book is for
This book is for intermediate-level Python developers in any field who are looking to build their
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skills to develop and manage large-scale complex projects. Developers who want to create
reusable modules and Python libraries and cloud developers building applications for cloud
deployment will also find this book useful. Prior experience with Python will help you get the
most out of this book.
All the best practices a manager and an executive need-in a one-stop, comprehensive
reference Praise for Corporate Management, Governance, and Ethics Best Practices "If you
want a comprehensive compendium of best practices in corporate governance, risk
management, ethical values, quality, process management, credible financial reporting, and
related issues like the SOX Act all in one place spanning both breadth and depth,
Vallabhaneni's book is the source of insightful thoughts as a reference manual. A must-read
and a should-own for all institutions and libraries around the globe; I am pleased I read it and
use it in my classes." -Professor Bala V. Balachandran, Kellogg School of Management,
Northwestern University "Mr. Vallabhaneni has an excellent grasp of corporate governance
principles. In particular, he shows how these principles can mitigate a broad range of corporate
risks." -Steven M. Bragg, author of Accounting Best Practices and Inventory Best Practices
"Professor Vallabhaneni provides an excellent analysis of the corporate governance
landscape. His discussion and categorization of risks confronting an organization will be very
helpful to boards of directors." -Frederick D. Lipman, President of the Association of Audit
Committee Members, Inc. and Partner, Blank Rome LLP Representing a single and collective
voice for the entire business management profession, Corporate Management, Governance,
and Ethics Best Practices provides a cohesive framework for organization-wide implementation
of the best practices used by today's leading companies and is an authoritative source on best
practices covering all functions of a business corporation, including governance and ethics.
Discover the untapped features of object-oriented programming and use it with other software
tools to code fast, efficient applications. Key Features Explore the complexities of objectoriented programming (OOP) Discover what OOP can do for you Learn to use the key tools
and software engineering practices to support your own programming needs Book Description
Your experience and knowledge always influence the approach you take and the tools you use
to write your programs. With a sound understanding of how to approach your goal and what
software paradigms to use, you can create high-performing applications quickly and efficiently.
In this two-part book, you’ll discover the untapped features of object-oriented programming
and use it with other software tools to code fast and efficient applications. The first part of the
book begins with a discussion on how OOP is used today and moves on to analyze the ideas
and problems that OOP doesn’t address. It continues by deconstructing the complexity of
OOP, showing you its fundamentally simple core. You’ll see that, by using the distinctive
elements of OOP, you can learn to build your applications more easily. The next part of this
book talks about acquiring the skills to become a better programmer. You’ll get an overview of
how various tools, such as version control and build management, help make your life easier.
This book also discusses the pros and cons of other programming paradigms, such as aspectoriented programming and functional programming, and helps to select the correct approach
for your projects. It ends by talking about the philosophy behind designing software and what it
means to be a "good" developer. By the end of this two-part book, you will have learned that
OOP is not always complex, and you will know how you can evolve into a better programmer
by learning about ethics, teamwork, and documentation. What you will learn Untangle the
complexity of object-oriented programming by breaking it down to its essential building blocks
Realize the full potential of OOP to design efficient, maintainable programs Utilize coding best
practices, including TDD, pair programming and code reviews, to improve your work Use tools,
such as source control and IDEs, to work more efficiently Learn how to most productively work
with other developers Build your own software development philosophy Who this book is for
This book is ideal for programmers who want to understand the philosophy behind creating
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software and what it means to be “good” at designing software. Programmers who want to
deconstruct the OOP paradigm and see how it can be reconstructed in a clear, straightforward
way will also find this book useful. To understand the ideas expressed in this book, you must
be an experienced programmer who wants to evolve their practice.
In this practical guide, four Kubernetes professionals with deep experience in distributed
systems, enterprise application development, and open source will guide you through the
process of building applications with this container orchestration system. Based on the
experiences of companies that are running Kubernetes in production successfully, many of the
methods are also backed by concrete code examples. This book is ideal for those already
familiar with basic Kubernetes concepts who want to learn common best practices. You’ll learn
exactly what you need to know to build your best app with Kubernetes the first time. Set up and
develop applications in Kubernetes Learn patterns for monitoring, securing your systems, and
managing upgrades, rollouts, and rollbacks Understand Kubernetes networking policies and
where service mesh fits in Integrate services and legacy applications and develop higher-level
platforms on top of Kubernetes Run machine learning workloads in Kubernetes
React is an open-source JavaScript library that is used for building user interfaces or UI
components. This React book is designed to take you through the most valuable design
patterns in React, helping you learn how to apply design patterns and best practices in realworld scenarios.
Delivers a thorough examination of best practices and proven results for many different kinds
of applications, including porting existing applications to the Internet from a PDA or Webenabled cell phone, plus a quick reference for designers looking for fast solutions to enhance
Web applications. Original. (Advanced)
Advances in high spatial resolution mapping capabilities and the new rules established by the
Federal Aviation Administration in the United States for the operation of Small Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (sUAS) have provided new opportunities to acquire aerial data at a lower cost
and more safely versus other methods. A similar opening of the skies for sUAS applications is
being allowed in countries across the world. Also, sUAS can access hazardous or inaccessible
areas during disaster events and provide rapid response when needed. Applications of Small
Unmanned Aircraft systems: Best Practices and Case Studies is the first book that brings
together the best practices of sUAS applied to a broad range of issues in high spatial
resolution mapping projects. Very few sUAS pilots have the knowledge of how the collected
imagery is processed into value added mapping products that have commercial and/or
academic import. Since the field of sUAS applications is just a few years old, this book covers
the need for a compendium of case studies to guide the planning, data collection, and most
importantly data processing and map error issues, with the range of sensors available to the
user community. Written by experienced academics and professionals, this book serves as a
guide on how to formulate sUAS based projects, from choice of a sUAS, flight planning for a
particular application, sensors and data acquisition, data processing software, mapping
software and use of the high spatial resolution maps produced for particular types of geospatial
modeling. Features: Focus on sUAS based data acquisition and processing into map products
Broad range of case studies by highly experienced academics Practical guidance on sUAS
hardware, sensors, and software utilized Compilation of workflow insights from expert
professors and professionals Relevant to academia, government, and industry Positional and
thematic map accuracy, UAS curriculum development and workflow replicability issues This
book would be an excellent text for upper-level undergraduate to graduate level sUAS mapping
application courses. It is also invaluable as a reference for educators designing sUAS based
curriculum as well as for potential sUAS users to assess the scope of mapping projects that
can be done with this technology.
ACCOUNTING BEST PRACTICES Seventh Edition Today's accounting staffs are called on to
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work magic: process transactions, write reports, improve efficiency, create new processes—all
at the lowest possible cost, using an ever-shrinking proportion of total corporate expenses.
Sound impossible? Not if your staff is using the best practices for accounting. Fully updated in
a new edition, Accounting Best Practices, Seventh Edition draws from renowned accounting
leader Steven Bragg's extensive experience in successfully developing, operating, and
consulting various accounting departments. This invaluable resource has the at-your-fingertips
information you need, whether you've been searching for ways to cut costs in your accounting
department, or just want to offer more services without the added expense. The best practices
featured in this excellent step-by-step manual constitute need-to-know information concerning
the most advanced techniques and strategies for increasing productivity, reducing costs, and
monitoring existing accounting systems. This new edition boasts over 400 best practices, with
fifty new to this edition in the areas of taxation, finance, collections, general ledger, accounts
payable, and billing. Now featuring a corresponding seven-minute podcast for each chapter
found on the book's companion website, Accounting Best Practices is the perfect, do-it-yourself
book for the manager who wants to significantly boost their accounting department.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides advice and guidance for IBM z/OS® Version 1,
Release 10 and subsystem system programmers. z/OS is an IBM flagship operating system for
enterprise class applications, particularly those with high availability requirements. But, as with
every operating system, z/OS requires planned IPLs from time to time. This book also provides
you with easily accessible and usable information about ways to improve your mean time to
recovery (MTTR) by helping you achieve the following objectives: - Minimize the application
down time that might be associated with planned system outages. - Identify the most effective
way to reduce MTTR for any time that you have a system IPL. - Identify factors that are under
your control and that can make a worthwhile difference to the startup or shutdown time of your
systems.
The safety of food products is fundamental. The value of an effective and well-defined,
-implemented, and -maintained management system is priceless. When it is integrated into a
process, it supplies the necessary foundation and structure to help provide the consumer with
a safe product of the highest quality. Food Safety Management Programs: Applications, Best
Practices, and Compliance presents the insight and shared experiences that can be applied to
the development, implementation, and maintenance of an effective food safety management
system. The text supplies useful tools that can be applied according to the particular needs of
an operation, adding value to its processes and aiding in the establishment of a successful
management-based food safety system. The author also encourages the development of a
quality management system. The text begins by summarizing Global Food Safety Initiative
(GFSI) food safety schemes (eight as of the writing of this text). These include FSSC 22000,
Safe Quality Food Code (SQF), British Retail Consortium Global Standard for Food Safety
(BRC), International Featured Standards (IFS), Global Aquaculture Alliance (GAA) Seafood
Processing Standard, Global Red Meat Standard (GRMS), CanadaGAP, and PrimusGFS. It
also lists websites for additional information and updates. Although this text focuses on food
safety management systems (FSMS), it also includes references to ISO 9001, along with the
quality requirements of some of the food safety management standards. It offers information
that can be applied to whichever standard is chosen by an organization. With insights from
experts in a variety of food industry-related sectors, the text explains the requirements of the
standards, methods for their integration, and the process for identifying and addressing gaps in
a manner that is both compliant and beneficial for the organization. The book provides
experience-based information that can be integrated into any operation, which is essential for
the development of an efficient, value-added, and sustainable management system.
Build modular applications that are easy to scale using the most powerful components and
design patterns that React can offer you right now About This Book Dive into the core patterns
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and components of React.js in order to master your application's design Improve their
debugging skills using the DevTools This book is packed with easy-to-follow examples that can
be used to create reusable code and extensible designs Who This Book Is For If you want to
increase your understanding of React and apply it to real-life application development, then
this book is for you. What You Will Learn Write clean and maintainable code Create reusable
components applying consolidated techniques Use React effectively in the browser and node
Choose the right styling approach according to the needs of the applications Use server-side
rendering to make applications load faster Build high-performing applications by optimizing
components In Detail Taking a complete journey through the most valuable design patterns in
React, this book demonstrates how to apply design patterns and best practices in real-life
situations, whether that's for new or already existing projects. It will help you to make your
applications more flexible, perform better, and easier to maintain – giving your workflow a huge
boost when it comes to speed without reducing quality. We'll begin by understanding the
internals of React before gradually moving on to writing clean and maintainable code. We'll
build components that are reusable across the application, structure applications, and create
forms that actually work. Then we'll style React components and optimize them to make
applications faster and more responsive. Finally, we'll write tests effectively and you'll learn
how to contribute to React and its ecosystem. By the end of the book, you'll be saved from a lot
of trial and error and developmental headaches, and you will be on the road to becoming a
React expert. Style and approach The design patterns in the book are explained using realworld, step-by-step examples. For each design pattern, there are hints about when to use it
and when to look for something more suitable. This book can also be used as a practical
guide, showing you how to leverage design patterns.
Python for GeeksBuild production-ready applications using advanced Python concepts and
industry best practicesPackt Publishing Ltd
Never has the need for reliable internetworking been greater, yet with networks now
comprising differing operating systems, hardware, and software, achieving a reliable network
has never been more complex. Network planners and managers face a multitude of difficult
decisions-decisions made even more difficult by the need for knowledge from a variet
Build modular React web apps that are scalable, maintainable and powerful using design
patterns and insightful practices Key Features Get familiar with design patterns in React like
Render props and Controlled/uncontrolled inputs Learn about class/ functional, style and high
order components with React Work through examples that can be used to create reusable
code and extensible designs Book Description React is an adaptable JavaScript library for
building complex UIs from small, detached bits called components. This book is designed to
take you through the most valuable design patterns in React, helping you learn how to apply
design patterns and best practices in real-life situations. You’ll get started by understanding
the internals of React, in addition to covering Babel 7 and Create React App 2.0, which will
help you write clean and maintainable code. To build on your skills, you will focus on concepts
such as class components, stateless components, and pure components. You'll learn about
new React features, such as the context API and React Hooks that will enable you to build
components, which will be reusable across your applications. The book will then provide
insights into the techniques of styling React components and optimizing them to make
applications faster and more responsive. In the concluding chapters, you’ll discover ways to
write tests more effectively and learn how to contribute to React and its ecosystem. By the end
of this book, you will be equipped with the skills you need to tackle any developmental
setbacks when working with React. You’ll be able to make your applications more flexible,
efficient, and easy to maintain, thereby giving your workflow a boost when it comes to speed,
without reducing quality. What you will learn Get familiar with the new React features,like
context API and React Hooks Learn the techniques of styling and optimizing React
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components Make components communicate with each other by applying consolidate patterns
Use server-side rendering to make applications load faster Write a comprehensive set of tests
to create robust and maintainable code Build high-performing applications by optimizing
components Who this book is for This book is for web developers who want to increase their
understanding of React and apply it to real-life application development. Prior experience with
React and JavaScript is assumed.
This IBM® RedpaperTM publication provides performance tuning tips and best practices for
IBM Business Process Manager (BPM) V7.5 (all editions) and IBM Business Monitor V7.5.
These products represent an integrated development and runtime environment based on a key
set of service-oriented architecture (SOA) and business process management technologies.
Such technologies include Service Component Architecture (SCA), Service Data Object
(SDO), Business Process Execution Language for Web services (BPEL), and Business
Processing Modeling Notation (BPMN). Both BPM and Business Monitor build on the core
capabilities of the IBM WebSphere® Application Server infrastructure. As a result, BPM
solutions benefit from tuning, configuration, and best practices information for WebSphere
Application Server and the corresponding platform Java Virtual Machines (JVMs). This paper
targets a wide variety of groups, both within IBM (development, services, technical sales, and
others) and customers. For customers who are either considering or are in the early stages of
implementing a solution incorporating BPM and Business Monitor, this document proves a
useful reference. The paper is useful both in terms of best practices during application
development and deployment and as a reference for setup, tuning, and configuration
information. This paper introduces many of the issues influencing the performance of each
product and can serve as a guide for making rational first choices in terms of configuration and
performance settings. Similarly, customers who have already implemented a solution using
these products might use the information presented here to gain insight into how their overall
integrated solution performance might be improved.

Teaching software professionals how to combine assessments (qualitative information)
and benchmarking (quantitative information) this text aims to encourage better software
analysis.
When creating complex Java enterprise applications, do you spend a lot of time
thumbing through a myriad of books and other resources searching for what you hope
will be the API that's right for the project at hand?Java Database Best Practices
rescues you from having to wade through books on each of the various APIs before
figuring out which method to use! This comprehensive guide introduces each of the
dominant APIs (Enterprise JavaBeans, Java Data Objects, the Java Database
Connectivity API (JDBC) as well as other, lesser-known options), explores the
methodology and design components that use those APIs, and then offers practices
most appropriate for different types and makes of databases, as well as different types
of applications.Java Database Practices also examines database design, from table
and database architecture to normalization, and offers a number of best practices for
handling these tasks as well. Learn how to move through the various forms of
normalization, understand when to denormalize, and even get detailed instructions on
optimizing your SQL queries to make the best use of your database structure. Through
it all, this book focuses on practical application of these techniques, giving you
information that can immediately be applied to your own enterprise projects.Enterprise
applications in today's world are about data-- whether it be information about a product
to buy, a user's credit card information, or the color that a customer prefers for their
auto purchases. And just as data has grown in importance, the task of accessing that
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data has grown in complexity. Until now, you have been left on your own to determine
which model best suits your application, and how best to use your chosen API. Java
Database Practices is the one stop reference book to help you determine what's
appropriate for your specific project at hand. Whether it's choosing between an
alphabet soup of APIs and technologies--EJB, JDO, JDBC, SQL, RDBMS, OODBMS,
and more on the horizon, this book is an indispensable resource you can't do without.
A unifying foundation to design and implement process-awareinformation systems This
publication takes on the formidable task of establishing aunifying foundation and set of
common underlying principles toeffectively model, design, and implement processaware informationsystems. Authored by leading authorities and pioneers in the
field,Process-Aware Information Systems helps readers gain a thoroughunderstanding
of major concepts, languages, and techniques forbuilding process-aware applications,
including: * UML and EPCs: two of the most widely used notations for businessprocess
modeling * Concrete techniques for process design and analysis * Process execution
standards: WfMC and BPEL * Representative commercial tools: ARIS, TIBCO
Staffware, andFLOWer Each chapter begins with a description of the problem domain
andthen progressively unveils relevant concepts and techniques.Examples and
illustrations are used extensively to clarify andsimplify complex material. Each chapter
ends with a set ofexercises, ranging from simple questions to thoughtprovokingassignments. Sample solutions for many of the exercises areavailable on the
companion Web site. Armed with a new and deeper understanding, readers are
betterpositioned to make their own contributions to the field andevaluate various
approaches to a particular task or problem. Thispublication is recommended as a
textbook for graduate and advancedundergraduate students in computer science and
information systems,as well as for professionals involved in workflow and
businessprocess management, groupware and teamwork, enterprise
applicationintegration, and business-to-business integration. A Solution's Manual is
available online. An Instructor Support FTPsite is also available.
Praise for Core Security Patterns Java provides the application developer with essential
security mechanisms and support in avoiding critical security bugs common in other
languages. A language, however, can only go so far. The developer must understand
the security requirements of the application and how to use the features Java provides
in order to meet those requirements. Core Security Patterns addresses both aspects of
security and will be a guide to developers everywhere in creating more secure
applications. --Whitfield Diffie, inventor of Public-Key Cryptography A comprehensive
book on Security Patterns, which are critical for secure programming. --Li Gong, former
Chief Java Security Architect, Sun Microsystems, and coauthor of Inside Java 2
Platform Security As developers of existing applications, or future innovators that will
drive the next generation of highly distributed applications, the patterns and best
practices outlined in this book will be an important asset to your development efforts.
--Joe Uniejewski, Chief Technology Officer and Senior Vice President, RSA Security,
Inc. This book makes an important case for taking a proactive approach to security
rather than relying on the reactive security approach common in the software industry.
--Judy Lin, Executive Vice President, VeriSign, Inc. Core Security Patterns provides a
comprehensive patterns-driven approach and methodology for effectively incorporating
security into your applications. I recommend that every application developer keep a
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copy of this indispensable security reference by their side. --Bill Hamilton, author of
ADO.NET Cookbook, ADO.NET in a Nutshell, and NUnit Pocket Reference As a
trusted advisor, this book will serve as a Java developers security handbook, providing
applied patterns and design strategies for securing Java applications. --Shaheen
Nasirudheen, CISSP,Senior Technology Officer, JPMorgan Chase Like Core J2EE
Patterns, this book delivers a proactive and patterns-driven approach for designing endto-end security in your applications. Leveraging the authors strong security experience,
they created a must-have book for any designer/developer looking to create secure
applications. --John Crupi, Distinguished Engineer, Sun Microsystems, coauthor of
Core J2EE Patterns Core Security Patterns is the hands-on practitioners guide to
building robust end-to-end security into J2EE(tm) enterprise applications, Web services,
identity management, service provisioning, and personal identification solutions. Written
by three leading Java security architects, the patterns-driven approach fully reflects
todays best practices for security in large-scale, industrial-strength applications. The
authors explain the fundamentals of Java application security from the ground up, then
introduce a powerful, structured security methodology; a vendor-independent security
framework; a detailed assessment checklist; and twenty-three proven security
architectural patterns. They walk through several realistic scenarios, covering
architecture and implementation and presenting detailed sample code. They
demonstrate how to apply cryptographic techniques; obfuscate code; establish secure
communication; secure J2ME(tm) applications; authenticate and authorize users; and
fortify Web services, enabling single sign-on, effective identity management, and
personal identification using Smart Cards and Biometrics. Core Security Patterns
covers all of the following, and more: What works and what doesnt: J2EE applicationsecurity best practices, and common pitfalls to avoid Implementing key Java platform
security features in real-world applications Establishing Web Services security using
XML Signature, XML Encryption, WS-Security, XKMS, and WS-I Basic security profile
Designing identity management and service provisioning systems using SAML, Liberty,
XACML, and SPML Designing secure personal identification solutions using Smart
Cards and Biometrics Security design methodology, patterns, best practices, reality
checks, defensive strategies, and evaluation checklists End-to-end security architecture
case study: architecting, designing, and implementing an end-to-end security solution
for large-scale applications
This substantially enriched second edition of the book includes evolution of IT
applications in business over last five decades, to enable readers in understanding how
IT offers newer solutions to modern business. It also discusses the knowledge
management systems, various e-business models including e-marketing, Internet
architecture and business technology management (BTM), where the focus is on
strategic exploitation of IT. The unique arrangement of the contents in the book
exposes the readers from the basics of IT (hardware, software and data) to all potential
IT applications viz., data and transaction processing, MIS and EIS, business
integration, CRM, business intelligence, decisions support systems, data warehouse
and data mining, which bring tactical and strategic benefits to business. How
technology benefits business, is the core of this book. The book also explains generic
contributions of IT to business, enormity of business processes and management
functions, what the business expects from the technology, systems audit and controls
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and software engineering and various techniques which lead to reliable, accurate, and
secured deployment of IT applications in business. The text is highly practice oriented
and is illustrated with a number of real-life examples and case studies. How IT
resources are to be acquired and managed, are also discussed, in great detail. The
book is designed for the postgraduate students pursuing business management and
computer applications. Besides, the managers in all business verticals and functions
will also find this book of immense use to them.
Delve deep into various security aspects of AWS to build and maintain a secured
environment Key Features ?Learn to secure your network, infrastructure, data, and
applications in AWS cloud ?Use AWS managed security services to automate security
?Dive deep into various aspects such as the security model, compliance, access
management and much more to build and maintain a secured environment ?Explore
Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF) and its components ?Embedded with assessments
that will help you revise the concepts you have learned in this book Book Description
With organizations moving their workloads, applications, and infrastructure to the cloud
at an unprecedented pace, security of all these resources has been a paradigm shift for
all those who are responsible for security; experts, novices, and apprentices alike. This
book focuses on using native AWS security features and managed AWS services to
help you achieve continuous security. Starting with an introduction to Virtual Private
Cloud (VPC) to secure your AWS VPC, you will quickly explore various components
that make up VPC such as subnets, security groups, various gateways, and many
more. You will also learn to protect data in the AWS platform for various AWS services
by encrypting and decrypting data in AWS. You will also learn to secure web and
mobile applications in AWS cloud. This book is ideal for all IT professionals, system
administrators, security analysts, solution architects, and chief information security
officers who are responsible for securing workloads in AWS for their organizations. This
book is embedded with useful assessments that will help you revise the concepts you
have learned in this book. What you will learn ?Get familiar with VPC components,
features, and benefits ?Learn to create and secure your private network in AWS
?Explore encryption and decryption fundamentals ?Understand monitoring, logging,
and auditing in AWS ?Ensure data security in AWS ?Secure your web and mobile
applications in AWS ?Learn security best practices for IAM, VPC, shared security
responsibility model, and so on Who this book is for This book is for all IT professionals,
system administrators, security analysts, solution architects, and chief information
security officers who are responsible for securing workloads in AWS for their
organizations.
Get started with designing your serverless application using optimum design patterns
and industry standard practices Key Features Learn the details of popular software
patterns and how they are applied to serverless applications Understand key concepts
and components in serverless designs Walk away with a thorough understanding of
architecting serverless applications Book Description Serverless applications handle
many problems that developers face when running systems and servers. The
serverless pay-per-invocation model can also result in drastic cost savings, contributing
to its popularity. While it's simple to create a basic serverless application, it's critical to
structure your software correctly to ensure it continues to succeed as it grows.
Serverless Design Patterns and Best Practices presents patterns that can be adapted
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to run in a serverless environment. You will learn how to develop applications that are
scalable, fault tolerant, and well-tested. The book begins with an introduction to the
different design pattern categories available for serverless applications. You will learn
the trade-offs between GraphQL and REST and how they fare regarding overall
application design in a serverless ecosystem. The book will also show you how to
migrate an existing API to a serverless backend using AWS API Gateway. You will
learn how to build event-driven applications using queuing and streaming systems,
such as AWS Simple Queuing Service (SQS) and AWS Kinesis. Patterns for dataintensive serverless application are also explained, including the lambda architecture
and MapReduce. This book will equip you with the knowledge and skills you need to
develop scalable and resilient serverless applications confidently. What you will learn
Comprehend the popular design patterns currently being used with serverless
architectures Understand the various design options and corresponding
implementations for serverless web application APIs Learn multiple patterns for dataintensive serverless systems and pipelines, including MapReduce and Lambda
Architecture Learn how to leverage hosted databases, queues, streams, storage
services, and notification services Understand error handling and system monitoring in
a serverless architecture a serverless architecture Learn how to set up a serverless
application for continuous integration, continuous delivery, and continuous deployment
Who this book is for If you're a software architect, engineer, or someone who wants to
build serverless applications, which are non-trivial in complexity and scope, then this
book is for you. Basic knowledge of programming and serverless computing concepts
are assumed.
Food safety is a global concern, and consumers have the right to safe and nutritious
food (FAO, 1996). Considerable efforts to strengthen food control systems have been
made in many countries. However, while progress has been made, the estimated global
burden of foodborne diseases: 600 million foodborne illnesses and 420 000 deaths
from 31 major food safety hazards in 2010 (WHO, 2015)1 and the related social and
economic costs (loss of income, employment and market access) remain unacceptably
high. In addition, food safety is an important element in achieving food security, which is
negatively impacted by both the health and economic aspects of unsafe food. Within
this context, there are ongoing efforts in the way in which the building blocks of food
control systems are developed and implemented, from legislative aspects to
surveillance and monitoring programmes, and the tools used by laboratories. Whole
Genome Sequencing (WGS) has recently emerged as a new tool, and offers great
potential in the way we investigate, assess and manage microbiological food safety
issues and illnesses. It allows the identification and characterization of micro-organisms
with a level of precision not previously possible, therefore potentially minimizing much
of the uncertainty which impacts our ability to respond and manage microbiological food
safety issues effectively and efficiently. This, in addition to its rapidly declining costs,
increases the attractiveness of incorporating such a tool in food safety management.
While several industrialized countries have been moving forward with the technology,
its application is limited, particularly in developing and transitional countries. Information
describing the potential benefits, possible drawbacks, infrastructure requirements and
technical challenges is urgently needed if countries are to make appropriate decisions
about when and where to use this technology to strengthen national food control
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systems.
"This book unites the theoretical underpinnings and scientific methodology of an approach of
deploying ICT in marginalized communities to bridge the so-called digital divide. This book
contains case studies of Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean that demonstrate which
approaches work and which do not in deploying public access to information
sources"--Provided by publisher.
You've learned everything there is to know about Kubernetes. Now it's time to put that
knowledge into practice. With this practical book, tech leads, DevOps engineers, developers,
and architects will learn real-world best practices for putting Kubernetes into action with actual
applications. You'll understand how to build and deploy complete solutions in
Kubernetes--everything from CI/CD to application design, deployments, and experiments.
You'll also learn how other companies have delivered solutions in Kubernetes.
The four-volume set LNCS 11244, 11245, 11246, and 11247 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 8th International Symposium on Leveraging Applications of Formal
Methods, Verification and Validation, ISoLA 2018, held in Limassol, Cyprus, in
October/November 2018. The papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected for
inclusion in the proceedings. Each volume focusses on an individual topic with topical section
headings within the volume: Part I, Modeling: Towards a unified view of modeling and
programming; X-by-construction, STRESS 2018. Part II, Verification: A broader view on
verification: from static to runtime and back; evaluating tools for software verification; statistical
model checking; RERS 2018; doctoral symposium. Part III, Distributed Systems: rigorous
engineering of collective adaptive systems; verification and validation of distributed systems;
and cyber-physical systems engineering. Part IV, Industrial Practice: runtime verification from
the theory to the industry practice; formal methods in industrial practice - bridging the gap;
reliable smart contracts: state-of-the-art, applications, challenges and future directions; and
industrial day.
Having the ability to manage the learning environment, motivate students in the environment,
and offer instruction that itself is motivating and which contributes to students learning what
they need to learn and acquiring skills they need to acquire characterizes effective teachers.
To meet these expectations, teachers need highly developed skills as instructional specialists,
motivators, managers, and problem solvers. This new and expanded edition offers practical
information for beginning as well as veteran teachers to become more knowledgeable, skilled,
and effective in their work. Through study, application of what has been studied, and analysis
and evaluation of the end result of this application, teachers who care to improve can improve.
The text provides a specific context and focus for this active learning in areas of management
and motivation. Additional sections discuss: understanding motivation and motivating
environments, creating a managed environment with models and theories of management,
best practice in teaching, creating and maintaining safe learning environments, responding to
student motivation and behavior problems, and case studies for analysis in student motivation
and classroom management. The text reviews appropriate strategies when responding to
specific types of student misbehavior and also discusses zero tolerance policies, bullying,
expulsion, teaching special students, addressing diversity, violence, school uniforms, and drug
abuse as related to management and motivation. It is highlighted with supporting examples,
question and activity sections by chapter, a helpful glossary, and 29 additional tables. This
third edition continues to be an invaluable resource for teachers, student teachers, special
educators, and school administrators in providing guidance, practical recommendations, and
insight into developing sound management and motivation in the classroom.
Get the deep insights you need to master efficient architectural design considerations and
solve common design problems in your enterprise applications. Key Features The benefits and
applicability of using different design patterns in JAVA EE Learn best practices to solve
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common design and architectural challenges Choose the right patterns to improve the
efficiency of your programs Book Description Patterns are essential design tools for Java
developers. Java EE Design Patterns and Best Practices helps developers attain better code
quality and progress to higher levels of architectural creativity by examining the purpose of
each available pattern and demonstrating its implementation with various code examples. This
book will take you through a number of patterns and their Java EE-specific implementations. In
the beginning, you will learn the foundation for, and importance of, design patterns in Java EE,
and then will move on to implement various patterns on the presentation tier, business tier, and
integration tier. Further, you will explore the patterns involved in Aspect-Oriented Programming
(AOP) and take a closer look at reactive patterns. Moving on, you will be introduced to modern
architectural patterns involved in composing microservices and cloud-native applications. You
will get acquainted with security patterns and operational patterns involved in scaling and
monitoring, along with some patterns involved in deployment. By the end of the book, you will
be able to efficiently address common problems faced when developing applications and will
be comfortable working on scalable and maintainable projects of any size. What you will learn
Implement presentation layers, such as the front controller pattern Understand the business
tier and implement the business delegate pattern Master the implementation of AOP Get
involved with asynchronous EJB methods and REST services Involve key patterns in the
adoption of microservices architecture Manage performance and scalability for enterprise-level
applications Who this book is for Java developers who are comfortable with programming in
Java and now want to learn how to implement design patterns to create robust, reusable and
easily maintainable apps.
"The LESI Guide to Licensing Best Practices, to which I was proudto contribute, has found
solid acceptance in the internationallicensing community. The new volume of Licensing
BestPractices maintains this high standard. It was designed to becomplementary to its
predecessor and broadens the scope of thescholarship. Standing alone, Licensing Best
Practices is avaluable source of contemporary information. In combination withThe LESI Guide
to Licensing Best Practices, we have a veryvaluable source of insights and practical
knowledge." —Heinz Goddar Partner Boehmert & Boehmert "Few if any other intellectual
property references lay therequired geographic foundation for the scientific, business, andlegal
issues presented. Goldscheider and Gordon demonstrate thattech transfer occurs in a global
arena. The book lives up to itstitle: Licensing Best Practices." —James E. Malackowski
President & CEO, Ocean Tomo, LLCpast president, LES-USA & Canada An invaluable
complement to the field's acclaimed book onlicensing best practices Spanning the globe, from
Scandinavia to Japan and Mexico toKorea, Licensing Best Practices provides a
comprehensive anduser-friendly resource for professionals in licensing andtechnology
management. Featuring contributions from some of themost highly regarded LESI
professionals, this definitive guideincludes detailed discussions on some of the hottest topics
inlicensing, including: Licensing and Technology Transfer to China Software Licensing as a
Driver of the Indian Economy Secrets of Successful Dealmaking in Asia Licensing in
Scandinavia-Home of Entrepreneurial Inventors,Industrialists, and Philanthropists Global
Innovation and Licensing Opportunities on theInternet Energy and Environment Driving
Technology and Licensing Licensing Nanotechnology Assuring Royalty Compliance in High
Technology Licensing Intellectual Property Allocation Strategies in JointVentures Applications
of Game Theory to IP Royalty Negotiations
Design and develop high-performance, reusable, and maintainable applications using
traditional and modern Julia patterns with this comprehensive guide Key Features Explore
useful design patterns along with object-oriented programming in Julia 1.0 Implement macros
and metaprogramming techniques to make your code faster, concise, and efficient Develop the
skills necessary to implement design patterns for creating robust and maintainable applications
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Book Description Design patterns are fundamental techniques for developing reusable and
maintainable code. They provide a set of proven solutions that allow developers to solve
problems in software development quickly. This book will demonstrate how to leverage design
patterns with real-world applications. Starting with an overview of design patterns and best
practices in application design, you'll learn about some of the most fundamental Julia features
such as modules, data types, functions/interfaces, and metaprogramming. You'll then get to
grips with the modern Julia design patterns for building large-scale applications with a focus on
performance, reusability, robustness, and maintainability. The book also covers anti-patterns
and how to avoid common mistakes and pitfalls in development. You'll see how traditional
object-oriented patterns can be implemented differently and more effectively in Julia. Finally,
you'll explore various use cases and examples, such as how expert Julia developers use
design patterns in their open source packages. By the end of this Julia programming book,
you'll have learned methods to improve software design, extensibility, and reusability, and be
able to use design patterns efficiently to overcome common challenges in software
development. What you will learn Master the Julia language features that are key to developing
large-scale software applications Discover design patterns to improve overall application
architecture and design Develop reusable programs that are modular, extendable, performant,
and easy to maintain Weigh up the pros and cons of using different design patterns for use
cases Explore methods for transitioning from object-oriented programming to using equivalent
or more advanced Julia techniques Who this book is for This book is for beginner to
intermediate-level Julia programmers who want to enhance their skills in designing and
developing large-scale applications.
The 6th FTRA International Conference on Computer Science and its Applications (CSA-14)
will be held in Guam, USA, Dec. 17 - 19, 2014. CSA-14 presents a comprehensive conference
focused on the various aspects of advances in engineering systems in computer science, and
applications, including ubiquitous computing, U-Health care system, Big Data, UI/UX for
human-centric computing, Computing Service, Bioinformatics and Bio-Inspired Computing and
will show recent advances on various aspects of computing technology, Ubiquitous Computing
Services and its application.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International RuleML Symposium,
RuleML 2013, held in Seattle, WA, USA, in July 2013 - collocated with the 27th AAAI 2013.
The 22 full papers,12 technical papers in main track, 3 technical papers in human language
technology track, and 4 tutorials presented together with 3 invited talks were carefully reviewed
and selected from numerous submissions. The accepted papers address topics such as rulebased programming and rule-based systems including production rules systems, logic
programming rule engines, and business rules engines/business rules management systems;
Semantic Web rule languages and rule standards; rule-based event processing languages
(EPLs) and technologies; and research on inference rules, transformation rules, decision rules,
production rules, and ECA rules.
Explore the concepts and tools you need to discover the world of microservices with various
design patterns Key Features Get to grips with the microservice architecture and build
enterprise-ready microservice applications Learn design patterns and the best practices while
building a microservice application Obtain hands-on techniques and tools to create highperforming microservices resilient to possible fails Book Description Microservices are a hot
trend in the development world right now. Many enterprises have adopted this approach to
achieve agility and the continuous delivery of applications to gain a competitive advantage.
This book will take you through different design patterns at different stages of the microservice
application development along with their best practices. Microservice Patterns and Best
Practices starts with the learning of microservices key concepts and showing how to make the
right choices while designing microservices. You will then move onto internal microservices
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application patterns, such as caching strategy, asynchronism, CQRS and event sourcing,
circuit breaker, and bulkheads. As you progress, you'll learn the design patterns of
microservices. The book will guide you on where to use the perfect design pattern at the
application development stage and how to break monolithic application into microservices. You
will also be taken through the best practices and patterns involved while testing, securing, and
deploying your microservice application. At the end of the book, you will easily be able to
create interoperable microservices, which are testable and prepared for optimum performance.
What you will learn How to break monolithic application into microservices Implement caching
strategies, CQRS and event sourcing, and circuit breaker patterns Incorporate different
microservice design patterns, such as shared data, aggregator, proxy, and chained Utilize
consolidate testing patterns such as integration, signature, and monkey tests Secure
microservices with JWT, API gateway, and single sign on Deploy microservices with
continuous integration or delivery, Blue-Green deployment Who this book is for This book is for
architects and senior developers who would like implement microservice design patterns in
their enterprise application development. The book assumes some prior programming
knowledge.
The comprehensive guide to project management implementation, updated with the latest in
the field Project management has spread beyond the IT world to become a critical part of
business in every sphere; built on efficiency, analysis, and codified practice, professional
project management leads to the sort of reproducible results and reliable processes that make
a business successful. Project Management Best Practices provides implementation guidance
for every phase of a project, based on the real-world methodologies from leading companies
around the globe. Updated to align with the industry’s latest best practices, this new Fourth
Edition includes new discussion on Agile and Scrum, tradeoffs and constraints, Portfolio PMO
tools, and much more. Get up-to-date information on the latest best practices that add value at
every level of an organization Gain insight from more than 50 project managers at world-class
organizations including Airbus, Heineken, RTA, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Sony, Cisco, Nokia,
and more Delve deeper into implementation guidance for Agile, Scrum, and Six Sigma Explore
more efficient methodologies, training, measurement, and metrics that boost organization-wide
performance Adopt new approaches to culture and behavioral excellence, including conflict
resolution, situational leadership, proactive management, staffing, and more Ideal for both
college and corporate training, this book is accompanied by an Instructor’s Manual and
PowerPoint lecture slides that bring project management concepts right into the classroom. As
the field continues to grow and evolve, it becomes increasingly important to stay current with
new and established practices; this book provides comprehensive guidance on every aspect of
project management, with invaluable real-world insight from leaders in the field.
The area of automorphic representations is a natural continuation of studies in number theory
and modular forms. A guiding principle is a reciprocity law relating the infinite dimensional
automorphic representations with finite dimensional Galois representations. Simple relations
on the Galois side reflect deep relations on the automorphic side, called “liftings”. This book
concentrates on two initial examples: the symmetric square lifting from SL(2) to PGL(3),
reflecting the 3-dimensional representation of PGL(2) in SL(3); and basechange from the
unitary group U(3, E/F) to GL(3, E), [E : F] = 2.The book develops the technique of comparison
of twisted and stabilized trace formulae and considers the “Fundamental Lemma” on orbital
integrals of spherical functions. Comparison of trace formulae is simplified using “regular”
functions and the “lifting” is stated and proved by means of character relations.This permits an
intrinsic definition of partition of the automorphic representations of SL(2) into packets, and a
definition of packets for U(3), a proof of multiplicity one theorem and rigidity theorem for SL(2)
and for U(3), a determination of the self-contragredient representations of PGL(3) and those on
GL(3, E) fixed by transpose-inverse-bar. In particular, the multiplicity one theorem is new and
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recent.There are applications to construction of Galois representations by explicit
decomposition of the cohomology of Shimura varieties of U(3) using Deligne's (proven)
conjecture on the fixed point formula.
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